
join the crew

Who the hell is WANDRD?

WANDRD comes from our ambitions to support people exploring life by providing them with functional and stylish gear. 
To wander doesn’t mean just outdoors or far away from home, but those who are constantly exploring, wherever they are. 
Whether in a city or in the backcountry, across the ocean, or in their own backyard. We are a tight knit team of 8 individuals, 

passionate about what we do. Culture and team fit is as/if not more important than skills and experience.

What do we need?

Full Time Product Designer - All WANDRD product lines (bags, accessories, possibly hardware, probably other stuff too) 

As a WANDRD Product Designer, you are responsible for working with our whole Product Design team to create our bag and 
accessory lines. This role requires a strong sense of WANDRD and our target market. The Product Designer will report to 
Spencer our co-founder and head of Product Design, working closely with him to maintain WANDRD’s status as a producer 
of quality, intuitive, functional and stylish products. This is not a sample or pattern maker position, however, a strong 
working knowledge of production and sewing techniques to facilitate sample development and production is expected.

What You Will Do

• Execute assigned projects within assigned time lines (4-12 months)
• Provide sketches, mock-ups when needed, design boards, and presentations 

to effectively communicate design ideas to WANDRD’s team.
• Create tech pack’s to effectively communicate designs to manufacturers.
• Stay up to date with industry trends, work with WANDRD’s employees, customers, and ambassadors 

to help ensure we’re meeting our customers evolving needs and expectations
• Assist with current product design changes when necessary.
• Execute detailed product designs to Product Development, including 

spec drawings, fit direction, and fabric information
• Demonstrate an understanding of end-use, product line creation, and 

the specific markets in which WANDRD does business
• Need to understand rough costs associated with your designs and how changes will impact those costs 
• Educate the Marketing Team on product features and work with them to 

develop customer education and marketing initiatives.
• Attend tradeshows and company events as required
• International travel to meet with manufacturers required

What We Need To Know You Have Or Can Do

• Fit into WANDRD’s culture and team dynamic.
• Degree in Product or Industrial Design preferred but extensive experience in designing softgoods, 

bags, accessories with no degree will be considered. If no experience then degree is required
• Ability to educate WANDRD in Product Design processes and techniques
• Proficient in Adobe Illustrator
• CAD experience preferred but not required
• Understanding of fabrics and hardware
• Overseas travel to manufacturing facilities experience is preferred but not required
• Strong written, verbal, and visual communication skills
• Excels in a collaborative environment and ability to give and receive constructive criticism
• Demonstrates proactive problem solving skills
• Passionate about learning and growing as a professional and individual

Some Specifics

• Based in Utah working from our Orem office highly preferred but will consider strong candidates elsewhere
• Pay - based on experience and qualifications
• Health Benefits
• Wild Time - all employees are expected to spend 10% of their working time in the 

wild or volunteering. For full time employee’s this amounts to 4hrs/week
• Gym Pass Reimbursement
• Receive every WANDRD product plus a gear allowance
• Annual Travel Credit
• Unlimited Responsible Vacation Time. Take the time you need as long as your work doesn’t suffer

Now that we’ve introduced ourselves and told
you what we’re looking for, we’d love for you to do the

same. Send over your resume and an introduction to 
iwannawork@wandrd.com - be sure to include

“product designer” in the subject line. 


